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TEACHER PREFERENCES IN TEXT ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD
IN THE FIELD OF SPELLING
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
It is the purpose of this study to make available sufficient
authentic data concerning teacher preferences in text arrangement and
method in the field of spelling to present a comprehensive index to
the status of teacher-thought throughout the country.
It was felt that reliable data of this nature from the field
might be used in furthering the effectiveness of spelling instruction
in several respects. It might serve—to indicate the starting point
for remedial work in spelling with teachers in service; to determine
the points of emphasis desirable with students in teacher training
institutions; as a guide in the selection of acceptable spelling texts
and as a basis for the formulation of courses of study in spelling.
Nature of the Study
Since many school systems require uniformity in the use of
texts and methods, it is frequently true that teachers are obliged to
employ methods and techniques with which they are not in accord.
'-
'
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It was, therefore, decided to collect the information for
this survey in terms of the practices which teachers would prefer to
use, if given their choice, rather than in terms of present practice
in each community. Such data, it was felt, would be the more reliable
index to the status of spelling thought throughout the country*
The investigation was conducted by the questionnaire method.
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Basis for the Selection of Data
Since it was our purpose to secure an expression of preference
for the various methods and techniques in current use, the first
problem was to determine the variations which exist and to organize
them into a questionnaire.
The study and analysis of many spelling texts in common use
show that there is wide variation in arrangement, amount, and
presentation of subject matter.
Exclusive of differences in vocabulary lists, and grade
placement of words, the variations in text arrangement and method fell
under seven major types, namely:
1. Variation in plan of assignment
2. n " provision for individual differences
in spelling ability
((
3. Variation in method of teaching
4. " ” orovision for review
5. »
6
.
"
7. "
" use or non-use of syllabification
v policy as to teaching of word
meaning
” the total number of words in the
spelling vocabulary
Having determined the seven ma;jor types of variation as
stated above, the range of variation under each was next considered
and listed.
For example, under the first type. Variation in plan of
assignment
,
it was found that three different plans are in general use
in current texts:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
Under the second heading, Variation in provision for individual
differences in spelling ability
,
it was found that current texts vary in
three ways:
a. provision for three levels of ability
b. » " two " " «
c . " ” one level ” "
Similarly, under the third topic, Variation in method of
teaching
,
the texts fall under two general plans:
('
,
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a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test w " " "
In like manner, the four remaining major types were expanded
to indicate the range of variation under each;
4.
Variation in provision for review
a. weekly review lessons in the text
b. monthly n " " ” "
c. each pupil review own misspelled words
d. other plans
5.
Variation in use or non-use of syllabification
a. word lists nrinted in syllables
b. " ” " ” continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6
.
Variation in emphasis upon teaching of word meaning
a. no stress on word meaning
b. teaching the meaning and then the spelling
c. omitting or deferring the word to later grade
(Under this topic there were but two main
variations in the texts, but it was felt
that a third plan mifrht be desirable, so
suggestion Cj,
,
omitting or deferring the
word to later grade , was included.)
7 Variation in the total number of words in the spelling
vocabulary
a. 100# mastery of a limited list (3000 words)
b. 80# mastery of a larger list (4500 words)
'-
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c. lower % mastery of a larger list
(In this respect texts varied from 1000
to 8000 words.)
FORMULATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
When the range under each major type of variation had been
determined, the resulting data were organized and formulated into
the questionnaire which follows herewith on page 7
The eighth question which appears on this form was intended
as a check on the validity of the replies to the second question.
Explanatory Letter
Because Dr. Guy M. Wilson, Professor of Education at Boston
University, wished to use the findings of this study in his class in
Principles and Methods of Teaching, the explanatory letter which
accompanied the questionnaire went out over his signature. This
courtesy on the part of Dr. Wilson was greatly appreciated by the
investigator and doubtless accounts in a large measure for the high
percentage of returns.
A copy of the explanatory letter appears on page 6
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Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
29 EXETER STREET TELEPHONE KENMORE 3196
January 5, 1932
Mr. Thomas W. Gosling
Superintendent of Schools
Akron, Ohio
My dear Mr. Goslings
In giving a course in the Principles and
Methods of Teaching, I find that certain information re-
lating to recent trends in spelling is not available. In
order to obtain such data, it seems necessary to ask the
cooperation of school officials.
Could you help us in our effort to obtain an
index of teachers' preferences in spelling techniques?
This would involve asking a few of your representative
principals to discuss with their teachers the questions
on the enclosed questionnaire, record their responses
and return the form to your office. I am enclosing a
self-addressed envelope in which the replies may be
remailed to me. YJe should like to have all replies
returned to me by February 1, 1933, if possible.
Should you find it possible to make this re-
quest of your principals, I shall be most grateful. You
appreciate, I am sure, how desirable it is for student
teachers to have recent pertinent data from the field.
It is for this reason that I make bold to enlist your
cooperation.
Yours most cordially,
Guy M. Wilson
gmy; :MBY
•
.
.
To the Principal:
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will you kindly discuss the following questions with your teachers,
and record the percentage of preference lor each procedure';' It is not necessary
that the replies indicate present practice, but rather that it be an expression
of \.iiat your teacners consider preferable in spelling texts and method. A.ny
additional coj.ir.ient s or suggestions wiiicn you may rish to make on the back of
tnis siieet, will be most welcome.
PR..Piiit'h«Cii3 IH SPELLING TnCnlU -Ull.i
1. what percentage of your teachers would prefer a spelling
text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
2. .That percent of your teachers would prefer a text
which mde provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for tne grade
3. 'what percentage of your teacners prefer tne
a* pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
4. what percentage of your teachers prefer
a. weekly review lessons in the text
b. montnly review lessons in the texfe
c. to have each pupil review words misspelled
d. Some other plan
t>. what percentage of your teachers prefer that the
words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6. '.Then the spelling list includes a word outside the
experience and understanding of the pupils, such a
word, for example, as siesta'’, what percentage of
your teachers would recommend
:
a. teaching tne word regardless of meaning
b. teaching the meaning, and then the spelling
c. omitting, or deferring, the word to later grade
7. ..hat percentage of your teacners would accept as
the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100/j mastery of a limited word list (3000 words
b. 8U'/U mastery of a larger list (4oOO words)
c. lo'wer mastery of a larger list
'/
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8, what percentage of your teacners would prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils fa
b. tnat all pupils have the same list p
Signed Principal
School City State
Total number of teacners answering
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Basis for Distribution of Questionnaire
Geographical Location
One of the factors which entered into the determination of
the distribution of the questionnaire was the fact that the resulting
data were to be used at Boston University. Since a majority of the
students come from Massachusetts and other states in New England, it
was natural that the status of opinion among teachers of those states
should be of especial interest. Consequently a more generous
sampling of that section of the country was taken.
As may be seen by consulting Table V, page 22, questionnaires
were sent to 52 cities and towns in Massachusetts; to 50 cities and
towns in New England exclusive of Massachusetts (ten to each state);
and to 55 cities and towns in the United States exclusive of New
England, making a total of 157 cities and towns solicited.
In selecting localities within each state an effort was made
to secure a reasonable geographical scattering, and to obtain a
balanced representation from small towns and larger cities.
Population Range
In the explanatory letter to the Superintendents it was
requested that the questionnaires be distributed among their
representative principals and filled out by them after discussion with
with their teachers
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Tn accordance with this plan a larger number of questionnaires
was sent to superintendents in the larger cities than was sent to those
in smaller places.
The questionnaires were apportioned on the basis of population
as shown in Table I, page 11.
To superintendents of schools in communities ranging in
population from two to fifty thousand, five copies of the questionnaire
were sent; superintendents of cities ranging in population from fifty
to one hundred-fifty thousand received ten copies; while those in still
larger cities were sent fifteen copies.
Record of Distribution and Number of Replies
On pages 11 to 22 may be found a complete record of the
distribution of questionnaires: the name of the superintendent, the
name of the city or town, the number of questionnaires sent to each,
and the number of replies received.
Table II, page 12, gives this information for Massachusetts;
Table III, oage 15, supplies it for the other New England states; while
Table IV, page 18, gives a similar report for the United States exclusive
of New England.
Table V, page 22, summarizes the returns from the three
districts, and gives the percentage of cities replying.
--!V "t • f't/V : <z
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In Massachusetts 54 % of the cities replied; from the other
New England states 42 t of the cities replied; while in the states
outside New England only 35 % replied . Of the 157 cities solicited,
67, or 43 %, replied.
Due to the fact that all cities did not receive the same
number of questionnaires the percentage of questionnaires returned
varied slightly from the percentage of cities renlving.
Table VI, page 22, summarizes the number of questionnaires
distributed and returned. Again Massachusetts registers the highest
percentage of returns, 49 %; the other New England states come next
with 27 % of questionnaires returned; while from states outside New
England only 24 t were returned. From the total of 1160 questionnaires
sent out, 370, or 32 %, were returned.
These returns, supplemented by the many notes and comments
written on the backs of returned questionnaires, would seem to indicate
a genuine interest in the spelling problems investigated.
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TABLE I. POPULATION RANGE USED AS THE BASIS FOR APPORTIONMENT
OF QUESTIONNAIRES
Population Range No. of Copies Sent
2,000 - 50,000 5
50,000-150,000 10
150,000 - and above 15
* i a • a • * * * *
• • - •
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TABLE II. RECORD OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES AND NUMBER OF
REPLIES FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
MASSACHUSETTS
Superintendent Town or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. Jason 0. Cook Amherst 5
Mr. Henry C. Sanborn Andover 5 2
Mr. Clarence Dempsey Arlington 5 4
Mr*. Leon M. Farrin Athol 5
Mr. Lewis A. Fales Attleboro 5
Mr. Frank A. Scott Belmont 5 5
Mr. S. Howard Chace Beverly 5 10
.Mr. Patrick Campbell Boston 15 14
Mr. C. Edward Fisher Braintree 5
Mr. Clifton C. Putney Bridgewater 5 1
Mr. John F. Scully Brockton 10 7
Mr. Ernest R. Caverly Brookline 10
Mr. George C. Francis Chelsea 10
Mr. John J. Desmond, Jr. Chicopee 10
Mr. Wells A. Hall Concord 5
Mr. Hector L. Belisle Fall River 10 7
Mr. James M. McNamara Fitchburg 5 6
Mr. Burr J. Merriam Framingham 5
Mr. Russell H. Bellows Great Barrington 5
Mr. Frederick W. Porter Greenfield 5 5*
Mr. Ernest W. Fellows Gloucester 5
* RED FIGURES indicate reports received in April after
tabulations had been completed.
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WASSACHUSETTS
Superintendent Town or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. Carlon E. Wheeler Hyannis cD
Mr. Bernard M. Sheridan Lawrence 10
Mr. William H. Perry Leominister 5 5
Mr. Thomas S. Grindie Lexington 5 5
Mr. Hugh J. Molloy Lowell 10
Mr. Harvey S. Gruver Lynn 10 9
Mr. Farnsworth Marshall Malden 10 7
Mr. Leroy L. Woods Mansfield 5 4
Mr. J. Stevens Kadesch Medford 1C 10
Mr. J. Stearns Cushing Middleboro 5
Mr. Horace F. Turner Milton 5 4
Mr. John C. Davis Needham 5
Mr. Allen P. Keith New Bedford 10 10
Mr. Starr M. King Newburyport 5
Mr. John Lund Newtonville 10 regret
Mr. Grover C. Bowman North Adams 5 5
Mr. John F. Gannon Pittsfield 5 4
Mr. Anson E. Handy Plymouth 5 4
Mr. Charles A. Harris Provincetown 5
Mr. James N. Muir Quincy 10 9
Mr. Adelbert Safford Reading 5
Mr. Everett W. Ireland Somerville 10 4
Mr. Zenos E. Scott Springfield 15 16
*
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MASSACKUSFTTS
Superintendent Town or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. Charles Varney Stoneham 5 5
fir. Wendell A. Mowry Taunton 5 4
Mr. William H. Slayton Waltham 5 6
Mr. Wilfred H. Price Watertown 5 4
fir. S. Monroe Graves Wellesley 5
fir. James J. Quinn Winchester 5 5
fir. Walter S. Young Worcester 15
Mr. Robert W. Martin Vineyard Haven 5
Total 52 cities 360 176 (48.88/6)
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TABLE III. RECORD OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES AND NUMBER OF
REPLIES RECEIVED FROM MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT,
RHODE ISLAND, AND CONNECTICUT
MAINE
Superintendent Tovm or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. George R. Gardner Auburn 5 1 summary
for citj
Mr. George R. Gardner Augusta 5
Mr. Irving W. Small Bangor 5 5
Mr. Clinton D. Wilson Bath 5
Mr. Chester A. Wood Biddeford 5
Mr. W. F. Miner Farmington 5
Mr. Charles Bickford Lev/iston 5
Mr. William B. Jack Portland 10 5
Mr. E-. L. Toner Rockland 5 3
Mr. Guy V. Sinclair Westbrook 5
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Mr, Frank C. Ketler Berlin c;tj
Mr. Alfred W. Smith Colebrook 5
Mr. Louis J. Rundlett Concord 5 4
Mr. Albert Kellog Claremont 5
Mr. J. E. Wignot Dover 5
Mr. Walter E. Hammond Keene 5 6
Mr. John S. Gilman Laconia 5 1 summary
for citj
Mr. Louis P. Beneset Manchester 10
«.
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Superintendent Town or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. Frank A. Morris Newport 5
Mr. Henry L. Moore Portsmouth 5 5
VERMONT
Mr, Carroll H. White Barre 5
Mr. Francis M. Malcolm Bellow Falls 5
Mr. Donald McClelland Bennington 5
Mr. Lyman C. Hunt Burlington 5 3
Mr. W. A. Kincaid Montpelier 5
Mr. E. A. Hamilton Nev^port 5
Mr. William Fairchild Rutland 5 5
Mr. Ernest G. Ham Suringfield 5 1 summary
for citj
Mr. S. C. Harding St. Johnsbury 5
Mr. George Stackpole Winooski 5
-
RHODE ISLAND
Mr. Charles H. Keyes Barrington 5
Mr. E. S. Mapes Bristol 5 3
Mr. John K. Fenner Cranston 5
Mr. Albert Thornton East Greenwich 5 1
Mr. Harold T. Lowe Newport 5 6
Mr. William N. Newell Pawtucket 10
Mr. A. J. Stoddard Providence 15
Mr. Warren A. Sherman Warwick 5 5
. ,
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Superintendent Town or City No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. Willard H. Bacon Westerly 5 3
Mr. James F. Rockett Woonsocket
CONNECTICUT
10
Mr. Worcester Warren Bridgeport 15 regrets
Mr. Harold F. Dow Danbury 5 4
Mr. Edwin C. Andrews Greenwich 5
Mr. Claude C. Russell New Haven 15
Mr. Warren A. Hanson New London 5 5
Mr. Edward J. Graham Norwich 5
Mr. Joseph A. Ewart Stamford 10 12
Mr. Morton Jeffords Wallingford 5 3
Mr. L. H. Bugbee West Hartford 5 5
Mr. Egbert A. Case Willimantic 5
Total 50 cities 505 80
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TABLE IV. RECORD OF DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES AND NUMBER OF
REPLIES FROM UNITED STATES EXCLUSIVE OF NEW ENGLAND
Superintendent City and State No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. C. B. Glenn Birmingham
Alabama
15
Mr. C. E. Rose Tucson
Arizona 5
Mr. J. W. Ramsey Fort Smith
Arkansas 5
Mr. Lewis W. Smith Berkeley
California 15
Mr. W. L. Stephens Long Beach
California
15 regrets
Mr. John Sexson Pasadena
California
10 4
Mr. Walter R. Hepner San Diego
California
15 6
Mr. William V. Casey Boulder
Colorado
5 3*
Mr. Samuel Stouffer Wilmington
Delaware
15
Mr. Charles M. Fisher Miami
Florida
10
Mr. A. B. Johnson Orlando
Florida
5
Mr. J. A. Youngblood West Palm Beach
Florida
5 5
Mr. Willis A. Sutton Atlanta
Georgia
15 9
Mr. Charles F. Dienst Boise
Idaho
5
-K-Red Figures represent reports received in April after
tabulation© had been completed.
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Superintendent City and State No. Sent No. Replies
Mr. George A. Schwebel Cicero
Illinois
10 9
Mr. William Hamilton Oak Park
Illinois
10 10 +
Mr. Edwin C. Dodson Connersville
Indiana
5 2
Mr. L. C. Ward Fort Wayne
Indiana
10
Mr. James W. Stott Frankfort
Indiana
5
Mr. Jesse W. Riddle Lawrenceburg
Indiana
5
Mr. M. G. Davis Ames
Iowa
5 regrets
Mr. L. W. Mayberry Wichita
Kansas
10 9
Mr. Henry H. Hill Lexington
Kentucky
5 5
Mr. David Feglein Baltimore
Maryland
15
Mr. Arthur Erickson Ypsilanti
Michigan
5
Mr. Carroll R. Reed Minneapolis
Minnesota
15 regrets
Mr. H. B. Gough St. Cloud
Minnesota
5 5
Mr. Henry J. Gerling St. Louis
Missouri
15 9
Mr. Willard E. Goslin Webster Groves
Missouri
5
Mr. J. G. Ragsdale Butte
Montana
5
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Superintendent City and State No. Sent No. ReplL
Mr. Millard C. Lefler Lincoln
Nebraska
10
Mr. Frank G. Pickell Montclair
New Jersey
5
Mr. John Milne Alberquerque
New Mexico
5 4
Mr. Willard W. Beatty Bronxville
New York
5 regrets
Mr. C. A. Hayle Chapel Hill
No. Carolina
5
Mr. J. G. Moore Fargo
No. Dakota
5
Mr. Thomas Gosling Akron
Ohio
15 14
Mr. R. G. Jones Cleveland
Ohio
15 7
Mr. Frank L. Wiley Cleveland Heights
Ohio
5
Mr. Merle Prunty Tulsa
Oklahoma
15
Mr. Charles A. Rice Portland
Oregon
15
Mr. James C. Bay Easton
Pennsylvania
5
Mr. Edwin C. Broome Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
15 8
Mr. A. B. Rhett Charlestown
So. Carolina
10
Mr. H. F. Srygley Nashville
Tennessee
15
Mr. A. H. Hughey El Paso 10
Texas
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Superintendent City and State Mo . Sent
Mr. C. W. Mason
Mr. Worth McClure
Mr. Orville G. Pratt
Mr. DeGaris Reeves
Mr. H. E. Oagers
Mr. R. 7/. Bardwell
Norfolk
Virginia
Seattle
Washington
Spokane
Washington
Vancouver
Washington
Fairmont
W. Virginia
Madison
Wisconsin
10
15
10
10
Mr. Charles C. Bishop Oshkosh
Wisconsin
Mr. R. S. Hicks Casper
Wyoming
Mr. R. V. Hunkins Lead
So . Dakota
Total 55 cities 495
No. Replies
regrets
5
3
2
114 (23.03 %)
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TABLE V. SUMMARY OF NUMBER OF CITIES AND TOWNS RECEIVING AND
REPLYING TO QUESTIONNAIRES
Place No. Cities
Receiving
No. Cities
Replying
r
* ~
-
-
Percent
of Replies
Massachusetts 52 28 55.84 %
New England
exclusive of
Massachusetts
50 21 42.00 %
United States
exclusive of
New England
55 18 52.72 %
UNITED STATES 157 67 42.67 %
TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED- AND
RETURNED
Place Number
Sent
r —
Number
Returned
—
Percent
of Returns
Massachusetts
. .
360 176
— .
48.88 %
New England
exclusive of
Massachusetts
305 80 26.22 %
United States
exclusive of
New England
495
«*w..
•
114 23.03 %
1
UNITED STATES
i
1160 370 31.89 %
..*1 '
't' 5 ,1©
.
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Tabulations and Summaries of Replies
The questionnaire
,
page 7, had requested that all replies be
recorded in percentages, and the persons who reolied complied with this
request most graciously.
When the tabulation of returns was begun, however, it was
found that returns recorded in this manner were not comparable because
the percentages had no common numerical basis.
Each percentage was figured on the basis of the number of
teachers in the building replying—a factor which varied from
2 teachers in a building, to 50 teachers in a building. Hence a vote
of 100 % for an item might mean on one report that it was the wish of
only 2 teachers; whereas, from another building, a vote of only 50 %
for the same item might represent the thinking of 25 teachers. It was,
therefore, decided to eliminate this factor of building size and to
make all tabulations in terms of the number of teachers expressing
preference for each plan.
Consequently, the tabulations which appear in Tables VTT, VITT,
and TX have been re-figured from the original reports and expressed in
numbers of teachers voting for each item rather than percentage of
teachers. It was possible to do this because on each reply the number
of teachers in the building was given.
The percentages, which appear in the summary of each report,
are based upon the total number of teachers replying.
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The first tabulation. Table VII, page 28, is the detailed
record and summary of reports from cities and towns in Massachusetts.
Because the report is Ions, the lines from each item of the
questionnaire have been extended, and the passes accordioned together
in order to facilitate reading. By opening up the first two pages
next to the questionnaire, and reversing the folds alternately, each
page may be butted to the questionnaire and read without inconvenience.
The names of all towns and cities reporting are arranged
alphabetically. Every vertical column appearing under a city heading
represents the report from one building in that city. For example,
on the first page of the Massachusetts report we find under Andover
2 columns, or the reports from 2 buildings; the next town, Arlington,
has 4 columns or reports from 4 buildings; while the 5 columns under
Belmont show that Belmont has sent in reports from 5 buildings.
The columns are to be read in this way: in Andover’s first
building there are a total of 10 teachers. On the first question they
expressed their preferences thus:
a. a semester list assignment plan 0
b. ” weekly ” n n
_8
c. " daily » " " 2
Total 10
Whereas, the second building having a total of 11 teachers, divided
their vote on the same question in this wise:
a. a semester list assignment plan 1
b. ” weekly ” " " 9
c. » daily ” " " 1
Total 11
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All other figures on the table may be read in the same way,
except the red figures which indicate a duplication in the vote within
the building. The first example of this occurs in the fifth column of
Belmont's report under question 4 which reads thus:
4. Iffhat percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. weekly review lessons in the text 6
b. monthly n " 11 " " 0
c. each pupil review own misspelled words 6
d. some other plan
_
6 afc
Total 6
In this case all of the teachers (6) wanted both
—
a weekly review , and
to have each pupil review his own misspelled words . To have recorded
the figure 6 in each place would have made it appear that 12 teachers
were voting, and would have made the totals incorrect. So the
duplication of vote was indicated by red figures, not included in the
total, and by recording it under item d. Some other plan
,
as 6 a+c.
Duplications of this type on the fourth question occurred in
a number of cases.
After the first page of this report the total number of teachers
in each building is written only below the vote on the first question
but the totals on all votes have been checked.
On the last page of the tabulation may be found a complete
summary of the reports from the state of Massachusetts giving the total
number of teachers preferring each plan on the Questionnaire, and the
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percentage of teachers preferring each. The percentages were figured
on the basis of 2280, the total number of teachers voting.
The items preferred by the majority of teachers in Massachusetts
have been checked in blue on the questionnaire.
Table VIII, reports from New England states exclusive of
Massachusetts, and Table IX, reports from United States exclusive of
New England, have been tabulated and summarized in exactly the same
manner as the report for Massachusetts so that all tables and results
are comparable.
In Table X, page 51, the percentage summaries of Tables VII,
VIII, and IX have been thrown together, and teachers’ preferences
typed in red for convenience of comparison.
This table reveals the surprising fact that with the exception
of one question the teachers of all three sections of the country
(Massachusetts, New England exclusive of Massachusetts, and the United
States exclusive of New England,) voted preference for the SAME text
arrangement and methods. The plans preferred are:
1
.
b. a weekly list assignment plan
2 .
c. one spelling list for the grade
5.
b. the study-test plan of teaching spelling
4
.
a. weekly review lessons in the text
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5.
c. words minted as a whole and in syllables
6 .
b. teaching the meaning and then the spelling
7.
a. 100 % mastery of limited list
The only question on which the vote split is number VIII, Uhat
percentage of your teachers prefer :
a. fewer words for slow moils
b. that all pupils have the same word list
On this question the majority of the teachers in the states outside
of New England preferred a. fewer words for slow oupils
,
whereas those
in Massachusetts and other New England states preferred b. that all
pupils have the same word list .
Up to this point the tabulations for each section have been
kept separate, but in Table XT, page 32, and Table XTI, wage 33, the
reports have been combined to show the total vote for New England
and the totals for the country as a whole.
Table XI, gives the total number of teachers preferring each
plan, while Table XII shows the percentage of teachers preferring each
plan.

TABLE VII. TABULATION AND SUMMARY OF REPORTS FROM
CITIES AND TOTNS IN MASSACHUSETTS
TABULATION
:
• 6
0
1
SUMMARY FOR STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
Number of teachers
preferring each item
Percentage of teachers
•preferring each item
732
1226
322
32.10 %
53.77 %
14.12 %
7 10 Total 2280 99.99 %
0 0 248 10.87 %
0 ' 0 510 22.36 %
7 10 1522 66.75 %
2280 99.98 %
1 4 1063 46,62 %
6 6 1217 53.37 %
2280 99.99 %
7 10 1163 51.00 t
0 0 284 32,45 %
0 0 701 30.74 %
0 10ac
. . 132 (85 a*c) 5.79 % ( 3,72 % arc
)
2280 99.98 %
0 0 417 18.29 %
0 8 683 29.95 t
7 2 1180 51.75 %
2280 99.99 %
0 0 24 1.05 %
6 10 1567 68.72 %
1 0 689 30.22 %
2280 99.99 %
7 10 1718 75.35 %
0 0 527 23.11 i
0 0 35 1.53 %
2280 99.99 %
794
1486
34.82 %
65.17 %
2280 99.99 %
Total number of cities answering
Total number of teachers answering
Total number of buildings answering
28
2280
176
A
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r
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* Each column represents the report of
Each figure represents the number of
one building,
teachers preferring the plan indicated.
* Total number of teachers in each building.
3 1_ 2 1 0 1
BOSTON
11 20 14 15 5 5 17 18
5 3 4 2 14 6 2 0 0 3 29 ? 1 P 15
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Red figures have been used to indicate duplications in voting.
In this case 1G0% of the teachers have voted for both a. and c.
The vote is tabulated, therefore, under item d. Some other plan ,
as a c.
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To the Principal:
Will you kindly discuss the following questions with your teachers,
and record the percentage of preference for each procedure? It is not necessary
that the replies indicate present practice, but rather that it be an expression
of what your teachers consider preferable in spelling texts and method. Any
additional comments or suggestions which you may wish to make on the back of
this sheet, will be most welcome.
PREFERENCES IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES
1. What percentage of your teachers would prefer a spelling
text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a text
which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for the grade
3. What percentage of your teachers prefer the
a.
,
pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer
a. weekly review lessons in the text
b. monthly review lessons in the text
c. to have each pupil review words misspelled
d. Some other plan
5. What percentage of your teachers prefer that the
words in the text be printed in:
a. , syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6. When the spelling list includes a word outside the
experience and understanding of the p\ipils, such a
word, for example, as ’’siesta”
,
what percentage of
your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning
b. teaching the meaning, and then the spelling
c. . omitting, or deferring, the word to later grade
a.
b. • >-
c.
7.
7/hat percentage of your teachers would accept as
the best goal for the child, the:
a. . 100# mastery of a limited word list (3000 words) a,
b. 80# mastery of a larger list (4500 words) b.
c. lower % mastery of a larger list c.__
8. What percentage of your teachers would prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils a.
b. that all pupils have the same list b.
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TABLE VIII. TABULATION AND SUMMARY OF REPORTS FROM
THE NEW ENGLAND STATES EXCLUSIVE OF
MASSACHUSETTS
.
-SB?-#
MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT
RHODE ISLAND
CONNECTICUT
/
TABULATION SUMMARY
FOR NEW ENGLAND STATES EXCLUSIVE OF MASSACHUSETTS
Number of teachers Percentage of teachers
preferring each item preferring each item
279 31.07 %
473 52.67 %
146 16.25 %
Total 898 99.99 %
134 14.92 t
209 23.27 %
555 61.80 %
898 99.99 %
442
456
898
357
170
268
105
898
141
282
475
898
15.70 %
31.40 %
52.89 %
99.99 %
49.22 %
50.77 %
99.99 %
59.75
18.93 %
29.84 %
(62 a+c) 11.47 % (6.90 % a+c)
99.99 %
686 76.39 %
197 21.93 %
898 99.99 %
-
571 63.48 %
284 31.62 %
45 • 'JO CD ^
'
898 99.99 %
382
516
898
42.53 %
57.46 %
99.99 %
Total number of cities answering 21
Total number of teachers answering 898
Total number of buildings answering 80
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* Each column represents
-Each figure represents
the report of one building.
the number of teachers preferring the plan indicated
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** Total number of teachers in each building,
x Summary report for the city.
-H-Red figures have been used to indicate duplications in voting.
In this case 100$ of the teachers voted for both a. ard c.
The vote is tabulated, therefore, under item d. Some other plan ,
as a-f-c
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TABULATION OF REPORTS FROM CITIES AND TOMS IN
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT. RHODE ISLAND AND CONNECTICUT
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6 11 8 5 1 14 11 20 3 9 8 0 0 13
5 4 0 0 19 0 8 0 10 1 0 24 10 1
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 3 5 0 0 8 16 13 8 8 12 0 0| 6 1C 7 0 20 14 11 4 0 2 0 12 10 14
*
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WALLINGFORD
CONNECTICUT
WEST HARTFORD
CONNECTICUT
J
0 3 4 2 7 3 0 0 0 2 2 10
8 0 16 3 10 2 5 6 14 3 5 0
0 0 0 5 1 0 1 2 2 3 0 0
8 3 20 8 18 5 6 8 16 8 7 10
0 3 0 0 2 1 0 5 0 3 2 0
0 0 8 5 15 1 2 1 0 3 2 0
8 0 12 3 1 3 4 2 16 2 3 10
8 1 2 4 7 3 3 6 11 1 2 10
0 2 18 4 11 2 3 2 5 7 5 0
0 1 20 3 16 3 2 5 0 1 3 0
0 2 0 i 2 1 0 2 2 1 0 0 1 ’
18 0 20 4 0 1 4
I
14 6 4 10
0 0 20ac 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 5 8 1 0 2 0 2 2 0
6 1 0 2 7 2 5 4 10 4 4 0
2 2 16 1 3 2 3 2 6 2 1 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
0 2 11 6 18 5 6 1 16 4 7 10
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0 3 15 5 12 5 0 4 0 5 0 10
0 0 5 3 1 0 2 4 16 3 7 0
8 0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 20 5 12 1 2 5 0 7 6 0
0. 0 0 3 6 4 4 3 16 1 1 10

To the Principal:
h Will you kindly discuss the following Questions with your teachers,
and record the percentage of preference for each procedure? It is not necessary
that the replies indicate present practice, but rather that it be an expression
of what your teachers consider preferable in spelling texts and method. Any
additional comments or suggestions which you may wish to make on the back of
this sheet, will be most welcome.
PREFERENCES IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES
1. What percentage of your teachers would prefer a spelling
text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a text
which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for the grade
£
i
3. What percentage of your teachers prefer the
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-te^t plan of teaching spelling
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer
a. weekly review lessons in the text
b. monthly review lessons in the text
c. to have each pupil review words misspelled
d. Some other plan
5. What percentage of your teachers prefer that the
words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6. When the spelling list includes a word outside the
experience and understanding of the pupils, such a
word, for example, as ''siesta’ 1
,
what percentage of
your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning
b. teaching the meaning, and then the spelling
c. omitting, or deferring, the word to later grade
7. What percentage of your teachers would accept as
the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery of a limited word list (3000 words)
b. 80% mastery of a larger list (4500 words)
c. lower % mastery of a larger list
8. What percentage of your teachers would prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils
b. that all pupils have the same list
State NAINE, N.H., VT., CONN., R.I. No. of cities_
Zt CmS
^rtrer ;-e$ by Majority ot leac-b-tr .
a.
a
* ^
b.
;
c.
a. ^
b.
s
c.
d.
a.
b.
c . ^
a.
b/
c.
a.
b.
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TABLE IX. TABULATION AND SUM?/ARY OF REPORTS FROM CITIES
AND TOMS IN UNITED STATES EXCLUSIVE OF
NEW ENGLAND
TABULATION SUMMARY
FOR UNITED STATFS EXCLUSIVF OR W ENGLAND
Number of teachers Percentage of teachers
preferring each item preferring each item
582 38.59 %
772 51.12 %
154 10.28 %
Total 1508 99.99 %
294 19.49 %
405 26.85 %
809 53.64 %
1508 99.98 %
611 40.52 %
897 59.48 %
1508 100.00 %
595 39.45 %
204 13.53 %
508 33.68 %
201 (139 a c) 13.32 % (9.21 % a c) -
1508 99.98 i
131 8.68 %
584 38.72 1
793 52.58 %
1508 99.98 %
26 1.72 %
1078 71.48 %
404 26.79 %
1508 99.99 %
1042 69.09 %
390 25.86 % •
76 5.03 %
1508 99.98 %
772 51.19 %
756 48.80 %
1508 99.99 %
Total number of cities answering 18.
Total number of teachers answering 1508
Total number of buildings answering 114
...
•
-

H
ryi>
—
-
*- -*
•.
1
PASADENA
CALIFORNIA
-a-
SAN DIEGO
CALIFORNIA
WEST PALM BEACH
FLORIDA
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
CICERO
ILLINOIS
5 1 6 7 U 8 10 4 10 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 3 13 11 6 18 9 12
. 0 5 0 6 0 3
9 0 1 4 1 4 0 0 12 8 21 6 9 24 9 1 2 0 0 5 0 6 2 5 9 5 8 4 l
0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
'
3 2 V_1 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o7** 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12 - 26 14 7 9 13 11 11 18 16 14 ~5 14 "5 14 4 ~4
0 2 0 3 2 7 0 0 1 10 8 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 5 o 1
2 5 2 2 10 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 4 0 1 —-_Q 0 4 0 9 3 4 5 5 6 4 n
5 3 4 5 0 2 0 10 19 4 0 21 4 9 25 9 7 8 13 11 7 18 7 10 5 0 3 0 3
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12 26 f
$ 8 3 4 0 3 4 0 9 4 0 0 1 0 13 0 0 4 ' 0 0 2 0 7 4 5 10 5 12 4 2
4 2 3 6 12 9 4 10 11 10 8 21 5 12 13 14 7 5 ill 11 9 18 9 10 0 4 0 2 0 2
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 .12 26
1 6 2 3 12 3 4 0 3 14 0 21 5 12 20 5 1 4 13 10 5 15 2 6 4 6 A s 3 10 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
j
4 4 2 0 1 0 3 6 0 0 1 o o 0 3
5 2 4 7 12 6 4 10 2 0 0 0 O 0 4 3 0 3 0 0 6 0 4 8 1 7 1 6 1 0
1 0 0 0 12ac 0 0 0 15ac 0 8ac 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4ac 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 10 6 1C 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12 26
%
0 1 0 0
K
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 -1 1 7 0 0 11 1 18 5 9 0 0 0 2 ] 0
1 8 4 2 12 3 8 1 0 3 4 8 3 1 20 9 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 0 10 o 4
6 1 2 8 0 9 0 9 19 11 4 13 3 11 4 L 4 0 5 13 0 10 0 10 4 2r 9 5 2 3 0
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12 26 1
;|
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 o o
5 9 1 6 10 7 6 8 14 2 7 15 5 12 25 j 9 7 8 12 0 6 18 9 10 0 12 0 10 1 32 1 5 4 2 5 2 2 8 12 1 6 1 0 1 5 0 1 1 11 5 0 7 4 0 2 5 2 3 1
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 '6 12 26
0 7 6 6 12 5 8 7 20 12 8 21 2 0 22 13 0 8 13 11 9 18 11 6 5 6 5 8 4 4
5 3 0 4 0 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 12 4 1 7 1 0 0 2 0 5 8 0 7 0 6 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12 26
3 s 4 1 12 9 8 0 1 11 8 0 1 2 4 4 0 1 0 o 5 0 8 5 5 8 5 10 4
4 5 2 9 0 3 0 10 19 3 0 21 5 10 22 10 7 8 13 11 6 18 10 9 0 6 0 4 0 3
7 10 6 10 12 12 8 10 20 14 8 21 6 12
*
26 ,
* Each column represents the report of one building.
Each figure represents the number of teachers preferring the plan indicated.
Total number of teachers in each building.
* Red figures have been used to indicate duplications in voting.
In this case 100f> of the teachers have voted for both a. and c.
The vote ip tabulated, therefore, under item d. Some other plan
,
as a c.
.

OAK PARK
ILLINOIS
2 1 0 • 1 5 5 5 6 2 3 1 2 5
0 6 2 8 9 7 15 10 11 8 6 28 15
0 0 18 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1
2 7 20 9 14 13 20 18 13 12 8 30 21
0 3 4 0 1 1 8 4 0 3 0 0 2
0 0 15 8 8 2 12 6 7 1 3 27 7
2 4 1 1 5 10 0 8 6 8 5 3 12
0 4 2 9 5 7 5 14 6 10 3 0 16
2 3 18 0 9 6 15 4 7 2 5 30 5
2 1 12 1 6 3 10 9 6 7 4 0 10
_0 5 2 2 2 0 4 5 3 3 4 15 14
0 1 6 6 5 9 4 4 4 2 0 15 7
0 0 0 0 1 1 2ac 0 0 0 0 0 C
0 i 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
0
_JQ_ 19 3 5 3 4 9 6 3 2 0 11
2 6 0 6 9 9 16 8 6 9 6 30 8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o
2 4.
__2Q 8 11 11 5 16 12 5 5 27 13
0 3 0 1 3 2 15 2 1 7 5 3 8
J. 7 16 9 10 3 15 8 10 10 5 24 15
1 0 3 0 4 10 5 9 3 2 3 6 6
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 6 19 7 10 3 18 13 6 7 6 30 18
2 _1_ 1 2 4 10 2 5 7 5 ? n
CONNERS-
VlLLF
INDIANA
0 0
WICHITA
KANSAS
0 2 3 6 7 0 12 3 1
LEXINGTON
KENTUCKY
0 6 0
SAINT CLOUD
MINNESOTA
2nd* 3rd
0 0
4 14 7 8 6 5 8 7 0 10 12 7 3 14 7 7
! 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 5 1 0 0 0
8 14 10 10 9 11 15 10 12 14 13 10 10 14 7 7
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 1 2
o n 0 2 4 2 5 0 0 3 0 5 6 0 2 2—
8 14 10 8 5 8 9 10 12 8 13 4 2 14 4 3
8 14 6 2 3 5 2 5 4 7 13 2 5 0 4 4
0 0 4 8 6 6 13 5 8 7 o 8 5 14 3 3
2
1
7 3 5 2 4 6 10 5 0 0 2 5 0 3 4
1 7 5 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 6
0 0 2 5 7 0 4 0 7 0 0 7 5 0 3 3
0 o 0 0 0 5ac 0 0 0 14ac 13ac 0 0 Mac 0 0
0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
8 0 0 6 5 7 10 5 0 0 0 10 6 0 5 5
0 14 6 4 4 2 5 5 12 14 13 0 2 14 2 2
o
I
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 14 7 10 3 3 10 8 0 14 13 7 7 14 4 4
4 0 3 0 6 8 5 n 12 0 0 3 3 0 3 3
0 14 6 3 2 5 3 10 0 14
b
1 10 4 14 6 6
8: 0 4 6 7 6 9 0 0 0 12 0 6 0 1 1
0 0 ] 0
4
1 0 0 3 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 2 4 3 3 0 0 6 1 5 6 0 3 5
8 14 6 8 5 8 12 10 12 8 12 5 4 14 4 2
* St. Cloud summarized the reports from seven buildings and organized them
according to grades.
Each column represents a grade instead of a building. First column, 2nd
grade; next column, 3rd. grade; etc.
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'TABULATION OF REPORTS FROW CITIES AND TOWNS IN UNITED STATES
EXCLUSIVE OF NEW ENGLAND
5th
1
6th
1
SAINT LOUIS
MISSOURI
10 10 3 3 0 2 10 0 7
ALBERQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
3 9 0
5 6 8 2 11 6 8 10 0 9 7 * 6 0 10
1 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0
7 20 12 14 12 8 12 10 9 20 9 9 10
1 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 0 0 3
3 1 9 3 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 4 4 5
3 3 10 8 14 8 8 11 10 9 12 5 5 2
3 5 4 2 7 i 1 10 1 0 11 4 5 7
4 2 16 10 7 n 7 2 9 9 9 5 4 3
1 3 9 4 10 3 4 3 8 0 12 0 0 4
2 1 4 0 4 1 3 3 0 9 4 1 0 0
3 3 7 8 0 8 1 1 2 0 2 0 9 6
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5ac 0 0 2 8a c 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 _CL 0 2 0 0 0
3 4 3 3 0 1 2 1 0 0 6 1 9 3
4 2 16 9 14 9 6 11 IQ 9 12 8 0 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
5 4 16 7 14 12 4 11 8 8 12 8 6 10
2 3 4 5 0 0 4 1 0 1 8 1 5 0
3 3 14 10 1 7 8 4 10 7 9 9 5 7
4 3 6 2 13 5 0 8 0 2 11 0 4 3
. 0 1
j
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 7 4 0 4 0 1 0 0 10 4 7 10
4 4 13 8 14 8 8 11 10 9 10 5 2 0
3
6
_1
10
t
AKRON
OHIO
'
1 0 18 5 2 2 0 1 10 5 9 0 7 0 14 17
11 2 3 7 0 8 14 19 9 9 17 11 13 8 0
1—0 0 2 1 7 0 0 4 1 2 1 2 0 1 0
11 20 10 10 9 8 15 33 15 20 18 20 13 23 17
0 4 3 0 0 0 1 5 2 2 0 3 8 0 • 17
,
0 1 5 4 0 0 8 11 6 2 13 9 3 1 0
11 15 2 6 9 8 6 17 7 16 5 8 2 22 0
5 11 4 9 0 0 11 17 9 10 3 14 12 3 0
6 9 6 1 9 8 4 16 6 10 15 6 1 20 17
1 4 3 5 2 0 9 21 8 10 13 6 2 20 0
1 2 1 2 0 8 1 3 0 1 0 14 4 5 0
J5 14 6 3 7 0 5 9 7 8 5 0 7 23 17
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 1 0
s 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 1 2 4 ,JL 0 4 0 3 0
0 9 3 3 0 4 9 . 8 7 3 7 3 13 3 17
11 10 7 5 9 A 5 23 4 16 11 13 0 17 0
•
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 n
6 16 9 9 7 6 11 25 9 15 9 16 10 22 0
5 4 1 1 0 2 4 6 5 5 9 3 3 1 17 |
a 11 7 6 0 8 15 26 13 16 16 14 13 11 17
’
-
„3 9 3 4 0 0 0 7 2 4 2 6 0 12 0
| 0 0 jQ 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
I
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0 0 11 11 0 0 0 16 2 2 5 6 1 5 5
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llbc 0 llbc 0 20ac 0 14a c 12 0 10 0 0 0 3 0
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0 0 0
11 0 11 11 20 15 15 6 14 16 6 7 24 17 1
D 0 0 0 0 0 15 19 26 8 17 18 3 9 5
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 15 11 11 20 7 30 25 14 23 14 23 19 12 1
-
0 0 0 0 8 0 0 26 2, 10, 6 7 14 5
11 20 11 11 20 15 11 15 0 14 14 18 20 26 6
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0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 31 1 2 0 0 0 o;
L
•
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*
5 12 22 25 23 6:
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To the Principal:
Will you kindly discuss the following questions with your teachers,
and record the percentage of preference for each procedure? It is not necessary
that the replies indicate present practice, but rather that it be an expression
of what your teachers consider preferable in spelling texts and method. Any
additional comments or suggestions which you may wish to make on the back of
this sheet, will be most welcome.
PREFERENCES IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES
1. What percentage of your teachers would prefer a spelling
text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
* c. a daily list assignment plan
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a text
which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for the grade
3. What percentage of vour teachers prefer the
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
*
V-
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer
a. weekly review lessons in the text
b. monthly review lessons in the text
c. to have each nupil review words misspelled
d. Some other plan
5. ?hat percentage of your teachers prefer that the
words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6. When the spelling list includes a word outside the
.
experience and understanding of the pupils, such a
word, for example, as "siesta'’
,
what percentage of
vour teacher s would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning
b. teaching the meaning, and then the spelling:
c. omitting, or deferring, the word to later grade
7. What percentage of vour teachers would accept as
the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery of a limited word list (3000 words)
b. 80$ mastery of a larger list (4500 words)
c. lower % mastery of a larger list
8. What percentage of your teachers would prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils
b. that all pupils have the same list
State UNITED STATES (exclusive of N. E.) No. of cities 18
re ' f c< H o c ijsGUf.CiIttvna.

TABLE X PERCENTAGE SUMMARY FOR TABLES VII, VIII, AND IX. (Percentage of
teachers preferring each plan in Mass.; N.E. exclusive of Mass.; and
U.S. exclusive of New England.)
PREFERENCE IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES
1. What percentage of your teachers would prefer
a spelling text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
Total
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a
text which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for the grade
Total
3. What percentage of vour teachers prefer the:
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
Total
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. weekly review of lessons in the text
b. monthly review lessons in the text
c. each pupil review own misspelled vrords
d. some other plan
Total
5. What percentage of your teachers prefer that
the words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
Total
6. V.hen the spelling list includes a word outside
experience and understanding of pupils, what
percentage of your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning
b. teaching meaning, and then spelling
c. omit or defer word to later grade
Total
7. What percentage of your teachers would accept
as the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery limited list (3000 words)
b. 80$ mastery of larger list (4500 words)
c. lower $ mastery of a larger list
Total
8. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils
b. that all pupils have the same list
Total
N. E. U. S.
exclusive exclusive
of Mass. of N. E.
MASS.
32.10 $
53.77 $
14.12 $
90.99 $
10.87 $
22.38 $
66.75 $
99.98 $
46.62 %
55.57 $
99.9$ $
51.00 $
12.45 $
30.74 $
5.79 %
99.98 $
18.29 $
29.95 $
51.75 %
99.99 $
1.05 $
68.72 $
50.22 $
99.99 %
75.35 $
23.11 $
1.55 %
99.99 $
34.82 $
65.17 $
99.99 $
31.07 $
52.67 %
16.25 $
99.99 %
14.92 $
23.27 $
61.80 %
99.99 $
49.22 $
50.77 %
$9 .§§ %
39.75 $
18.93 %
29.84 $
11.47 $
99.99 $
15.70 $
31.40 $
52.89 1
99.99 $
1.67 %
76.39 %
21.93 $
99.99 $
63.48 %
31.62 $
4.89 $
99.99 $
42.53 $
57.46 *
99.99 %
38.59 $
51.12 f
10.28 $
99.99 $
19.49 $
26.85 %
55.64 %
99.98 $
40.52 $
59.48 %
106.0'6$
39.45 %
13.53 $
33.68 $
13,52 %
99.98 $
8.68 $
38.72 $
52.58 %
99.98 $
1.72 $
71.48 $
.26.79 $
99.99 $
69.09 %
25.86 $
5.05 $
99.98 $
51.19 %
48.80 $
99.99' $
Red figures show teachers’ preference in each section of country.
Number of teachers represented in each section
Massachusetts - 2280
New England exclusive of Massachusetts - 898
United States exclusive of New England - 1508
Total 4686
j
•<
i
_

TABLE XT, SUMMARY SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS PREFERRING EACH PLAN IN
MASSACHUSETTS, NEW ENGLAND, AND THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES
PREFERENCE IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES NUMBER OF TEACHERS
1* What percentage of your teachers would prefer
a spelling text arranged on:
MASS. N. E. TJ. S
a. a semester list assignment plan 732 1101 1593
b. a weekly list assignment plan 1226 1699 2471
c. a daily list assignment plan 322 468 622
2, What
text
Total
percent of your teachers would prefer a
which made provision in each grade for;
2280 3178 4686
a. three levels of spelling ability 248 382 676
b. two levels of spelling ability 510 719 1124
c. one spelling list for the grade 1522 2077 2886
3. What
Total
percentage of your teachers prefer:
2280 3178 4686
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling 1063 1505 2116
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling 1217 1673 2570
Total 2280 3178 4686
4. What percentage of your teachers prefers
a. weekly review lessons in the text 1163 1520 2115 Mass
.
b. monthly review lessons in the text 284 454 658 N.E.
c. each pupil review own misspelled words 701 969 1477 U.S.
d. some other plan 132 235 436
Total 2280 3178 4686
What percentage of your teachers prefer that
the words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables 417 558 689
b. continuous form 683 965 1549
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables 1180 1655 2448
Total 2280 3178 4686
When the spelling list includes a word outside
experience and understanding of pupils, what
percentage of your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning 24 39 65
b. teaching meaning, and then spelling 1567 2253 3331
c. omit or defer word to later grade 689 886 1290
Total 2280 3178 4686
What percentage of your teachers would accept
as the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100% mastery limited list (3000 words) 1718 2289 3331
b. 80% mastery of larger list (4500 words) 527 811 1201
c, lower % mastery of a larger list 35 78 154
Total 2280 3178 4686
What percentage of vour teachers prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils 794 1176 1948
b. that all pupils have the same list 1486 2002 2738
Total 2280 3178 4686
Total number of cities answering: Total number of teachers answering:
Massachusetts - 28 Massachusetts - 2280
New England 49 New England 3178
United States - 67 United States - 4686
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TABLE XIX. SUMMARY SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS PREFERRING FAOH PL'N IN
MASSACHUSETTS, NF T ENGLAND, AND THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES
PREFERENCE IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES PLLCaNTAGE OF TEACHERS
MASS. N. E. U. S.
1* What percentage of your teachers would prefer
a spelling text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan 32.10 % 31.81 % 33.99 %
b. a weekly list assignment plan 53.77 %* 53.46 %* 52.73 %*
c. a daily list assignment plan 14.12 % 14.72 % 13.27 %
Total 99.99 % 99.99 % 99.99 %
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a
text which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability 10.87 % 12.02 % 14.42 %
b. two levels of spelling ability 22.36 % 22.62 % 23.98 %
c. one spelling list for the grade 66.75 $* 65.35 $* 61.58 $*
Total 99.98 % 99.99 $ 99.98 %
3. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling 46.62 % 47.35 % 45.15 %
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling 53.37 $* 52.64 %* 54.84 %*
Total 99.99 % 99.99 % 99.99 %
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. weekly review lessons in the text 51.00 47.82 $* 45.13 %*
b. monthly review lessons in the text 12.45 % 14.28 % 14.04 %
c. each pupil review own misspelled words 30.74 % 30.49 % 31.53 %
d. some other plan 5.79 % 7.39 % 9.30 %
Total 99.98 % 99.98 % 100.00 %
5. What percentage of your teachers prefer that
the words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables 18.29 % 17.56 % 14.70 %
b. continuous form 29.95 % 30.36 % 38.06 %
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables 51.75 $* 52.07 %* 52.24 %*
Total 99.99 % 99.99 % 100.00 %
6. When the spelling list includes a word outside
experience and understanding of pupils, what
percentage of your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning 1.05 % 1.22 % 1.38 %
b. teaching meaning, and then spelling 68.72 $* 70.89 $* 71.08 %*
c. omit or defer word to later grade 30.22 % 27.88 % 27.52 %
Total 99.99 % 99.99 % 99.98 %
7. Y/hat percentage of your teachers would accept
as the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery limited list (3000 words) 75.35 $* 72.02 71.08
b. 80$ mastery of larger list (4500 words) 23.11 % 25.51 % 25.62 %
c. lower % mastery of a larger list 1.53 % 2.45 % 3.28 %
Total 99.99 % 99.98 % 99.98 %
8. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a. fewer words for slow pupils 34.82 % 37.00 % 41.57 %
b. that all pupils have the same list 65.17 $* 62.99 58.42 %*
Total 99.99 % 99.99 % 99.99 %
Total number of cities answering:
Massachusetts - 28
New England - 49
United States - 67
Total number of teachers answering
Massachusetts - 2280
New England 5178
United States 4686
* Red star is placed beside item receiving highest vote in each section
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Validity of Preference Vote
Because most investigations have been made in terms of
reports on practice rather than preference, one of the factors of
especial interest in this study has been to know to what extent
teachers would feel free to express preferences which differed
from the practice advocated by the systems in which they teach.
There are today few questions of educational theory or
practice upon which one will find unanimity of opinion among even
a small group of educators; therefore, since this investigation
sought an expression of teachers* preferences in spelling techniques
rather than a report of present practice, it was to be expected that
most reports would show variation of opinion among the teachers of a
building
.
In this respect the replies to the questionnaire have been
particularly gratifying, for even a glance at the detailed tabulation
of reports will shov; that in most buildings the vote is divided in
such a manner as to indicate that the teachers have felt free to
express preferences without regard to the techniques advocated by
their local school authorities.
i
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For example, when one finds eleven teachers within a
building dividing their vote on the eight questions in this fashion —
I. II. III. IV. V. VI. . VII. VIII.
1 2 5 5 1 5 10 8
9 2 6 2 5 6 1 5
1 7 11 4 5 0 0 11
11 11 0 11 11 11
'll
one may feel certain that there has been a genuine and free expression
of preference. There is here no evidence of the domination of an
individual or a group.
There were, on the other hand, a few buildings in which quite
the reverse situation obtained. Here, for example, is the vote of
eleven teachers from a building in another city —
I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.
11 11 0 0 0 0 11 11
0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0
0 0 if 11 11 0 0 11
11 11 0 11 11 11
11
in which one finds that eleven teachers have voted in 100 % agreement
on every question.
Such harmony of opinion is so rarely found in a group of this
size, that one might be inclined to question the validity of the vote
as an expression of preference. It might, of course, represent the
domination of an individual within the group, but when one takes into
consideration the fact that the building is in a community that has
excellent supervision, and that the vote on each question is for the
most progressive teaching practice, it might equally well represent
e
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the result of excellent training of teachers in service.
One would, of course, have to know the conditions in each
case before interpreting this type of vote, but it has been interesting
to note that in most instances such renorts have come from nlaces where
there is much supervision and that the vote has indicated preference
for the better teaching practices.
Table XIII, page 37, shows the number and percent of reports
showing 100 % agreement of opinion among all teachers within a building,
while Table XIV, page 38, gives the number of teachers in the buildings
which have indicated uniformity of opinion in their vote.
With so few cases of uniformity one may conclude that the
accompanying reports may be accepted as a valid index to the status
of teacher preference.
One principal WTote on the back of her questionnaire, WI do
not agree with my teachers’ vote on questions I and II, but they have
voted in terms of their experience and training. It shows me what I
have to dol"
For this principal the questionnaire had functioned as an
index to the places in which her teachers needed more help in their
thinking, and this, in a more general way, was what was hoped of
it for the problem at large.
—
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TABLE XIIX NUMBER AND PERCENT OF REPORTS SHOWING
OPINION AMONG ALL TEACHERS WITHIN THE
100$ AGREEMENT OF
BUILDING
Place
Total Mo.
Buildings
Reporting
No. Buildings
100$ Agreement
in Vote
Percent of
Buildings
100$ Vote
Massachusetts 176 9 5.11 %
New England
exclusive of
Massachusetts
80 7 8.75 %
United States
exclusive of
New England
114 5 4.38 %
Entire
United States 370 21 5.67 %
L.
TABLE XIV. DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDINGS, AND NUMBER OF TEACHERS IN EACH
BUILDING, WHICH INDICATED UNIFORMITY OF OPINION
No. Teachers
in Building
No. of Buildings of Each Size Voting in 100$ agreement
Massachusetts
-
New England
exclusive of
Massachusetts
United States
exclusive of
New England
Entire
United
States
20
;
i 1
17
*
i 1
14 i 2
11 2 2
10 1 2 5
9 1 1
.
7 1 1
. _
6 2
! i 2
5 1 1
4 2 2 i
..
5
2 1 1 2
Total 9 7
- .
5
_
21
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Graphic Representation of Returns
Probably the simplest way to examine the returns from this
questionnaire is to turn to the Graphic Representation of Replies,
pages 44 to 67. On these charts the question is written at the top
of the oage, and the percentage vote from each section of the country
graphed in color beneath it.
Red gM represents the vote from Massachusetts.
Orange :«**, the vote from the other Nev; England states
;
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut.
Green e&si the vote from the United States exclusive of
New England.
Blue i the summary of the vote from New England.
Brown «a»the summary of the vote from the country as
a whole.
The first thing which impresses one upon looking at these
graphs is the striking similarity in the returns from each section of
the country.
In attempting to account for so high a degree of likeness in
the thinking of the teachers, Dr. Bagley T s statement in Education
,
Crime and Social Progress came to mind and may to some extent explain
it. He says on oage XI, "There is much bemoaning of the ’lag* between
theory and practice. In my observation, this ^lag’ is ordinarily about
three weeks—from the close of the summer sessions in mid-August to the
opening of the public schools in September. For the past eight or ten
years, from one-fourth to one-third of the teachers of the United States
have been enrolled in the summer sessions of the universities and
teachers » colleges—a quite different fourth or third every two or three
years .
"
Then, too, answers to questionnaires are more likely to be
returned from progressive schools and teachers than from others.
.> JW. /
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The Better Teaching Practices
Scientific research in the fields of spelling, psychology,
and mental hygiene have established certain of these methods and
techniques as the better teaching practice.
Of the techniques covered by the questionnaire, the ones
which have been so established are listed herewith and followed in
each case by one or two substantiating references:
Question - 1.
a. a semester list assignment
"The essentials of sane education and sound
mental hygiene are the same—a sizable and suitable
task, a plan, and freedom to work out one’s plan.”
Burnham, Wm. H.: The Normal Mind, p.227.
Question - 2.
a. i>hree levels of spelling ability
or
b. two levels of spelling ability
Provision for individual differences in spelling ability is
urged by many psychologists today:
Baker H. J.j Characteristic Differences in Bright
and Dull Puoils p. 48
Tidyman, W. F.: The Teaching of Spelling
Inskeep, A. D.: Teaching Dull and Retarded Children
to cite but a few; while Miller, Courtis and Walters in the book of
which they are co-authors: Creative Teaching in the Field of Spelling
go even further and advocate the teaching of spelling as an entirely
individual matter. This book, incidentally, should be of great
L
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interest to anyone concerned with the problem of spelling, for in
many respects it departs radically from traditional practices and
techniques
.
Question - 3.
a. a ore-test olan of teaching spelling
That greater improvement, and economy of put-ils* time, result
from the pre-test method of tea.ching spelling, at least in grades four
through eight, is a fact that is generally favored by man'1' investigators:
Zerbes, Laura : An Experimental Evaluation of Method
in Spelling
Elementary School Journal Vol. XIX
June 1919
Kilzier, L. R.: Test-study Method Versus the Study-test
Method in Teaching Spelling
School Review Vol. XXXIV Sent. 1926
DeVine, V. C. : Pre-testing and Spelling Ability
Elementary English Review, April 1927
Question - 4.
c. to have each pupil review his own misspelled words
Research in the fields of analysis and correction of errors
shows that pupils make comparatively few errors, but that they repeat
them over and over. It shows, too, that the amount of repetition necessary
to repeat a word varies greatly with individuals. Effective -remedial
work then roust provide for +he individual correction of errors. Data
on this problem may be found in:
Tidyman : The Teaching of Spelling
Book & Harter: Mistakes Which Children Make in Spelling
Journal of Education Research Feb. 1929
Lmmmasmrn
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Davis, G. '• Remedial Work in Spellinp
Elementary School Journal April 1927
Myers, G. : The Tragedy of Errors
Educational Review January 1927
Question - 5
c. wor(3s printed in two forms, as a whole and in
syllables
"Stress on the syllabication of rords is an
important element in learning to spell."
Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education
The results of our own research, too, show that the teachers
of the country are keenly aware of this need.
Question - 6.
b . teaching^ the meaning and then the spelling
.
The first Law of Learning, "readiness", is violated otherwise.
Question - 7.
of spelling is, "to provide the punil with words that he uses or will
use in doing the writing involved in carrying on the everyday affairs
of life." In these affairs the social standard accents not less than
100 % accuracy. "Therefore", says Professor Mahoney in Standards in
English , "spelling is most vitally connected with written English and
should be closely correlated with the immediate interests and
activities of the child." Such an objective necessitates a limited
a. 100 mastery of a limited word list (5000 words).
According to Tidyman in The Teaching of Spelling
,
the purpose
c
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list, and is endorsed by numerous studies.
Question 8., as has been noted elsewhere, is merely a
check on Question 2.
INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS
From this ooint on, the comments for each question are
interleaved with the graohs, and so arranged that the written material
faces the bar graph of the question under discussion.
The bar graphs give a complete nicture of the percentage
returns for each question by sections, and from the country as a
whole
.
It is with the brown bar — the summary of reports from the
country as a whole — that we shall concern ourselves mostly in
interpreting returns.
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QUESTION I.
What percentage of your teachers would
prefer a soelling text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment r\lan
c. a daily list assignment plan
Total
Percentages
for
United States
33.99 %
52.73 %
15.27 %
99.99 t
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Uoon looking at the returns for the first question, one notes
with satisfaction how small a percentage of teachers (1556) still desire
a daily assignment in the text. The other 87$ have expressed preference
for either a weekly (55$) or semester assignment (34$).
It will be recalled that the better teaching practice is a
larger assignment in grades four through eight, while in the primary
grades a shorter assignment is entirely acceptable.
Inasmuch as there are usually more nrimary grades than upper
grades in a school, it may be that the 53$ vote for a weekly assignment
represents the desire of primary teachers, while the 34$ vote for a
semester assignment represents the thought of the unper grade teachers,
in which case the vote would be entirely in harmony with better teaching
practice
.
In a number of cases notations were made on the replies to
signify that the semester vote represented upper grade teachers whereas
those voting for a weekly assignment were lower grade teachers.
Had this question made provision, as it should have, for
differentiation of plan for primary and elementary grades, these returns
might be interpreted more accurately.
•** Maine, N.H., Vt., R.I., Conn. raw* United States
U.S. minus New England
((
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QUESTION II.
What percent of your teachers would
prefer a text which made Provision in
each grade for:
Percentages
for
United
.
States
a. three levels of spelling ability 14.42 %
b. two levels of spelling ability 25.98 %
c. one spelling list for the grade 61.58 %
Total 99.98 %
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While 6?.$ of the teachers of the country as a v/hole still prefer
one spelling list for the grade, it is encouraging to find 58% (more than
one-third) favoring the better practice — provision for individual
differences in spelling ability.
There is little doubt, however, that as teachers have opportunity
to become better acquainted with individual technique, to see it
demonstrated, to experiment with it, and to find for themselves that
spelling may be taught on three levels, or even individually, with less
work, and better results, than on the single assignment plan, they will
be glad to accept the better teaching practice.
It is interesting to note that in the states outside of New
England (the green bar) nearly half, 46$, already favor the better
teaching practice provision for either two or three levels of spelling
ability.
i Maine
,
N.H., Vt., R.I., Conn.
U.S. irinus Nevf England
United States
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QUESTION III.
What percentage of your teachers prefer
the:
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
Total
Percentages
for
United States
45.15 %
54.84 %
99.99 %
-51-
It is apparent immediately that this is almost a 50 - 50 vote,
45 - 55 to be exact.
The slight lead of 10% which the study-test plan carries, may
again be due to the predominance of numbers of lower grade teachers.
In the primary grades where children are learning how to study spelling
the study-test plan is of course necessary.
In the elementary grades the pre-test method maVes for greater
improvement and economy of pupils’ time PROVIDED the teacher understands
the method thoroughly, is in sympathy with it, and TJSES IT PROPERLY.
It has been the experience of the writer, however, that teachers
should be carefully trained for the change from the pre-test to the
study-test method. Tttien improperly used there is so much opportunity
for abuse of the pre-test method that it is probably better to permit-
teachers not wholly in harmony with it to continue the use of the
study-test method even in the elementary grades.
•/fanjqt7
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QUESTION IV.
What percentage of your teachers prefer: Percentages
for
United States
a. weekly review lessons in text 45.13 %
b. monthly review lessons in text 14.04 %
c. each pupil review his own
misspelled words 31.53 %
d. some other plan 9.50 %
Total 100.00 %
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While the chart on the opposite nape shows that the majority
of the teachers, 45$, have voted a oreference for weekly review lessons
in the text, the numerous comments written on the questionnaires indicate
that th5s question was unsatisfactorily worded and that the vote may not
be accepted at its face value.
Almost without exception the written notations express a desire
for ii combination of plan a. (weekly review lessons in the text) and plan c.
(to have each pupil review his own misspelled words).
Tn a few cases the teachers of a building voted 100$ for all three
plans — a, b, and c; while, with few exceptions, those voting for clan d.
(some other plan) signified that their "other plan" was a combination of
a+c, —• weekly reviews in the text and to have each child review his own
misspelled words.
Other teachers who keot their vote within the limits of the
questionnaire added a note saying that in reality they preferred a
combination of revie\vs in text and review of individual misspelled words.
Inasmuch as the writing of such notations required considerable
initiative, it is altogether probable that many less aggressive persons
registered an undesired preference because of the limits of the
questionnaire, in which case, these percentages cannot be accepted as
entirely reliable.
U.S. minus New England
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QUESTION V.
What percentage of your teachers prefer
that the words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. as a whole and in syllables
Total
Percentages
for
United States
14.70 %
38.06 %
52 , %
100.00 %
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The response to this item is possibly the most interesting as
well as the most surprising outcome of the questionnaire; namely, a 52$
vote for a text printed in two forms, words as a whole and in syllables.
Since the current texts, almost without exception, use only the
continuous form, it is amazing to find 15$ voting for the syllable form
only and 52% for both forms, making a total of 67$ of the teachers of
the country who register protest against present practice 1 This is an
amazing situation in our profession which is usually so compliant.
This demand that more attention be given syllabification
doubtless arises from the distress of the teachers over the obvious lack
of ability on the nart of upper grade oupils to utilize syllables to
help in the spelling of longer words, and to hyphenate words which must
be divided at the end of lines
-58-
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Massachusetts
Maine, N.H., Vt., R.I., Conn,
'• U.S. minus New England
New England
United States

QUESTION VI
When the spelling list includes a word
outside the experience and understanding
of the pupils, such a word, for example,
as "siesta", what percentage of your
teachers would recommend:
Percentages
for
United States
a. teaching the word regardless of
meaning
b. teaching the meaning, and then
the spelling
c. omitting, or deferring, the word
to later grade
1.58 %
71.08 %
27.52 %
Total 99.98
-60-
The response to this question shows that 71$ of the teachers
of the country believe that the understanding of the meaning of a
word must precede its spelling. An additional 27$ would defer the
word to a later grade in order to insure the understanding of meaning,
making a total of 98$ of the teachers in accord with better teaching
practice.
This leaves but 2$ of the teachers ?/ho would teach the
spelling of words without regard to their usefulness to the child.
Unless a child understands the meaning of a word, he will not use it
in his voluntary written work.
_61_

What percentage of vonr teachers would
accept as the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery of a limited word
list (3000 words)
b. 80<g mastery of a larger list
(4500 words)
c. lower t mastery of a larger list
Total
Percentages
for
Uhited States
71.08 $
25.82 «
3,28 %
99.98 %
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This chart, too, shows a most gratifying professional status.
Nearly three-fourths of the teachers of the country endorsed the better
teaching practice, quality rather than quantity, as shown by a 71$ vote
for 100$ mastery of a limited word list (3000 words). •
To 26$ of the teachers an 80$ mastery of a larger list was
acceptable, while only 3$ still adhere to the old school of Exposure
to even larger lists of words.
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Massachusetts «?. New England
Maine, N.H., Vt., R.I., Conn. was* United States
<y{
/
1
‘^^JjS^ninu^Je^England

QUESTION VIII
What oercentane of your teachers would Percentages
orefer: for
United States
a. fewer words for slow pupils ^1 .57 %
b. that all pupils have the same list 58.4? t
Total 99.99 %
-6B-
This question was introduced into the questionnaire primarily
as a check on question IT, which had to do with provision for one, two, or
three levels of soelling ability.
Since the response to both questions varies only by 3$, the
validity of the preference is substantiated.
The preference expressed, namely, that all pupils have the same
list, is not in harmony with better teaching practice, and is apparently
the phase of spelling instruction upon which the teachers are in most
need of help.
It was on this question that the only sectional difference in
preference came. (Table X, page 51.)
Whereas, Massachusetts and the other New England states gave
their preference vote to one list for all pupils
, the states outside
of New England (shown on the graoh by the preen bar) gave their maiority
of 51$ to fewer words for slow puoils.
-67-
ILLUSTRATION X. GRAPHIC FFPRF.SENTATION OF RKPLIF" TO CMTFSTION VIII,
rsast, Massachusetts
Maine, N.H., Vt., R.I., Conn.
!• '>' New Fngland
bw». United States
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In the preceding discussion of returns there has been
constant comparison of the methods and techniques preferred by
teachers with the techniques which research has established as
better teaching practice.
In order to make this comparison more clear a bar graoh.
Chart XI, page 69, has been prepared. On it the teachers* preference
vote for the country is marked in blue while the better practice
vote is recorded in red.
From this graph it may be seen that on three items (5a,
6b, and 7a) the majority of the teachers of the country preferred
the methods and techniques which psychologists have endorsed as
better teaching practice.
On the third question, too, the vote is close, but on the
others the measure of discrepancy between better practice and the
present status of teacher preference indicates the scope of our
problem in improving the methods of teachers in service in the field
of spelling.
)o
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CHART XI
.
COMPARISON OF TOTAL TEACHER PREFERENCE VOTE AND BETTER PRACTICE VOTE
PREFERENCE IN SPELLING TECHNIQUES
1. What percentage of your teachers would prefer
a spelling text arranged on:
a. a semester list assignment plan
b. a weekly list assignment plan
c. a daily list assignment plan
2. What percent of your teachers would prefer a
text which made provision in each grade for:
a. three levels of spelling ability
b. two levels of spelling ability
c. one spelling list for the grade
3. What percentage of your teachers prefer the:
a. pre-test plan of teaching spelling
b. study-test plan of teaching spelling
4. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a . weekly revie?/ lessons in the text
b. monthly review lessons in the text
c. each pupil review own misspelled words
d. some other plan
5. What percentage of your teachers prefer that
the words in the text be printed in:
a. syllables
b. continuous form
c. two forms, as a whole and in syllables
6. When the spelling list includes a word outside
experience and understanding of pupils, what
percentage of your teachers would recommend:
a. teaching the word regardless of meaning
b. teaching meaning, and then spelling
c. omit or defer word to later grade
7. What percentage of your teachers would accept
as the best goal for the child, the:
a. 100$ mastery limited list (3000 words)
b. 80$ mastery of larger list (4500 words)
c. lower $ mastery of a larger list
8. What percentage of your teachers prefer:
a . fewer words for slow pupils
b. that all pupils have the same list
7.
•
i fcMiinrn ii i ri ii in mm n n - t
a. -
b.
c.
8 .
b . •' '* t- - ... - .r-'t
/6 *0 Jo +0 So *0
,
Vote on items established as Better Teaching Practice.
* Vote on items preferred by majority of teachers.
* Dotted line indicates combined vote on two items of Better Practice/
—. ’O'
a
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
In studying the results of this survey two questions have
arisen which have seemed to the writer worthy of further investigation
if some one should be interested to carry on the study.
1. The oresent nreference for one spelling list
for all children would indicate that there
is need of experimentation in larger class
situations to evolve simple and effective
methods of handling individual techniques
which teachers, who must work in such
conditions, can accept.
2. From the vote for spelling texts in which
words are printed in two forms, as a whole
and in syllables, it would apoear that the
pendulum has swung too far away from the
early practice of over-stress of syllables,
and has now reached the noint where some
experimental investigation with control
grouos on syllabification would be desirable
and opportune
t
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SUMMARY
In accordance with its purpose, this study has made
available authentic data concerning teacher preferences in text
arrangement and method in the field of spelling, which may be used
as an index to the status of teacher-thought throughout the country.
It has been found that at present the teachers of the
country prefer:
1. a spelling text arranged on a weekly list
assignment plan.
2. one spelling list for the grade.
3. the study-test plan of teaching.
4. weekly review of lessons in the text.
5. words printed in two forms, as a whole
and in syllables.
6. teaching the meaning of a word, and then
the spelling.
7. 100$ mastery of a limited list (3000 words).
8. that all pupils have the same spelling list.
While the results of this study show a good percentage of
preference on the part of the teachers of the country for the better
practices in text arrangement and method, as indicated by the vote
on questions 5, 6, and 7, it makes eaually clear a number of points
upon which intensive work must be done before the remaining teachers
can be expected to accept and execute modern methods effectively.
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Since the results show such a surprising degree of
uniformity of thinking among the teachers of all sections of the
country on matters of spelling technique, this study may well be
used as a point of departure in mapping out a urogram of training
for teachers in service, in planning courses for teachers in training,
as a guide in the selection of acceptable spelling texts, and as a
basis for the formulation of courses of study in spelling.
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